
Category: Technical: Passing & Receiving 
Difficulty: Moderate

Redz Mor, edgewater, United States of America
Individual-Adult Member

Teaneck U12 Rec Week 4 Passing

Organization: 25x30 area, 12+ players, Outside players with a
ball
Instructions: Players inside must check towards a player on the
outside and receive a pass before passing to another outside
player
Coaching Points:
-Communication
-eye contact
-Players must also use appropiate technique to pass and receive-
part of foot, part of ball
-Open body shape to rec pass
Progress: Combos, long passes etc.

Unopposed warm up (10 mins)

Org: 40x30 area, 2 teams
Instruction: Players play a soccer game with hands. Player cannot
move with ball in hand. Must pass.
CP's: Communication, movement, angles, quick decisions.

HandBall (15 mins)

Organization: A number of grids measuring 10x10 in the area - 4
players per grid- 1 ball
Instructions: Players must keep the ball away from the girl in the
middle
Girl in the middle will only be semi pressure and can only get the
ball if a bad pass is played or the ball leaves area.
Rotation of player in the middle will happen often
Coaching Points:
Receive on front foot
keep the ball moving
Communicate
create ANGLES!
part of foot, part of ball
Progress:
Limit touches
defender adds full pressure

Semi opposed Keep bal (20 mins)



Organization: In the grid set up 4 5x5 scoring zones. Teams will
be either 3vs3 or 4vs4 depending on number of players. Area
should be 40x30
Instructions: Teams must keep posession and attempt to pass it
into a teammate who is in a scoring zone, First team to two points
wins.
Coaching Points:
can we use the tools we just learned to keep control of the ball
-Angles
-Technqiue of passing/rec
Can we recognize pressure and switch the point of attack
Progressions:
Limit touches if not already being done
Lofted balls to score points

Fully opposed Small sided game (30 mins)
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